THE WORKERS' CALL.

"Workingmen of all countries unite! You have nothing to lose but your chains; you have a world to gain."
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ON THE BLACKLIST

Book Censorship Examined by
Publishing Trust.

SUPPRESSION OF A NOVEL

American News Co. Press: The Work
was not copyrighted or defined as
"Alias."

It may be said without boasting that one
of the most remarkable things in American
literary history is the suppression of nos-
titles by copyright or other means. The
late efforts of the New York Academy of
Arts and Letters to suppress the work of
some of its members is but the latest in a
long line of similar efforts. The New York
Academy of Sciences, for example, has
suppressed the work of some of its mem-
bers, and has been denounced by the Ameri-
can News Co. Press as a "political organ."
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SNAP SHOTS BY THE WAYSIDE.

By Morgan, Editor Worker's Call.

Callers, if they do not try to be courteous, will find a large number of people. They are always polite, but if they do not try to be friendly, they will find few callers. The best advice to give is to be friendly and courteous.
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BETTER THAN MONEY.
Socialism and the Professions.

Continued from last week.

As long as classes exist among the working classes, there will be a rivalry between the interests of the working classes, led by trade unions, and the interests of the working classes, led by the Socialist profession. This rivalry is inevitable, and it is necessary to understand its causes and its consequences.

The causes are the nature of the classes, which are divided into two main groups: the working class and the exploiting class. The working class is divided into two main groups: the industrial workers and the intellectual workers. The exploiting class is divided into two main groups: the capitalists and the landlords.

The rivalry between the working class and the exploiting class is inevitable because the interests of the two classes are opposed. The working class is interested in the welfare of the working class, while the exploiting class is interested in the welfare of the exploiting class. The working class is interested in the improvement of the working conditions, while the exploiting class is interested in the preservation of the exploitative conditions.
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